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Abstract 
By using a -photoluminescence (PL) detecting system, spatial diffusion and propagation processes of high density excitons 
were investigated in an Lz-gradient GaAs quantum well (QW) structure, in which the QW-excitons experience driving force due 
to an energy gradient of the Lz-depending confined energies of electrons and holes. We found asymmetric distribution of the PL 
intensity of the QW-excitons owing to the unidirectional exciton propagation to the driving force direction. 
PACS: 66.30.Pa; 71.35.Lk; 71.35.-y; 78.67.De; 81.07.St. 
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1. Introduction 
Propagation and diffusion processes of excitons in semiconductor quantum well (QW) structures have attracted 
much attention in both viewpoints of fundamental scientific studies [1] and of researches for optoelectronic 
devices [2, 3].  Furthermore, the discovery of cooperative motions of high density excitons and electron-hole pairs 
are one of the prospective targets in condensed matter physics [4]. However, in the QW structure, the excitons are 
localized to energetic traps originated from inhomogeneity of hetero-interfaces at low temperatures.  
In order to investigate propagation processes of the high density free-excitons in the QW structure, we have to 
measure -photoluminescence (-PL) spectra at high temperatures. In this report, we have investigated spatial 
diffusion and propagation processes of confined high density excitons at 40 K in an Lz-gradient GaAs quantum well 
(QW) structure, in which the thickness Lz(X) of the QW layer changes monotonously along a lateral direction (X-
direction). The energy gradient according to the change of Lz(X) exerts unidirectional driving force on the confined 
excitons.  Under high density excitation condition, we found asymmetric distribution of the QW-excitons along the 
direction of the driving force and discussed the propagation mechanism and the high density excitation effects.  
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2. Experimental 
The Lz-gradient GaAs QW structure was 
fabricated with a MBE method. Figure 1 
shows a potential structure of the sample. Barrier layers consist of AlxGa1-xAs (x = 0.3). The thickness Lz of GaAs 
QW increases along the positive direction on X-axis as shown in Fig. 1. 
 Figure 2 shows an experimental setup for measuring the spatial propagation and -PL spectra of the QW 
excitons. The magnification factor of our system is 250 times. By using a bundle optical-fiber and a multi-track 
spectrographic CCD camera, we can simultaneously measure -PL spectra in the wide area (~10 m in X-direction) 
with high spatial resolution (~1 m). All measurements were performed under photo-excitation with Nd:YAG laser 
(=532 nm).  
3. Results 
3.1. Driving  force 
For evaluation of the driving force acting 
on the QW-excitons, we have measured a 
variation on PL spectra of the Lz-gradient QW 
structure with changing X-positions. A PL 
band due to excitons trapped in impurities 
appears in the lowest energy region of Fig. 3-
(a). Peak energies of the impurity-PL band do 
not depend on the positions X. On the other 
hand, the QW-PL band shifts to lower energy 
side with increasing X as shown in Fig. 3-(a). 
Figure 3-(b) indicates variations of the PL 
peak energy EPL(X) (closed circles: bottom 
abscissa) and of the thickness Lz of the QW-
layer (open circles: top abscissa) as functions 
of the X-positions (right ordinate). As 
understood from the figure, an energy gradient 
of the QW-PL peak is obtained to be 
1.15 eV/m at X ~ 0. On account of such 
energy gradient for the excitons, it is expected 
that the QW excitons experience the driving force of +1.84×1019 N to the positive direction on X.
Figure 1:  
Potential structure of the Lz-gradient 
QW. The Lz increases with X.
Figure 2: -PL detecting system with a bundle fiber
Figure 3:  
(a) A variation of PL spectra of the Lz-gradient QW structure with 
changing sample position X.
(b) X-position (right ordinate) dependence of the QW-PL peak 
energy (bottom abscissa) and the thickness Lz of the QW-layer 
(top abscissa). 
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3.2. Asymmetric distribution of the QW-excitons  
At low temperatures, it is evitable that the excitons localize to 
energetic traps on account of the hetero-interface fluctuation in the 
QW structures. For studying of free-exciton propagation and diffusion 
processes, we have measured -PL spectra of the LZ-gradient QW at 
40 K. Figure 4 shows the -PL spectra of the QW-exciton in the range 
of X = 3.33 ~ +7.38 m. 
At X ~ 0, a broad PL band of the QW-excitons was observed as 
exhibited in the PL spectrum at X = 0.37 m in Fig. 4. The spectral 
width of the QW-PL band is more than 20 meV. On our experimental 
condition, the exciting laser (exc. = 532 nm) has the intensity of 
0.45 mW and is focused to the position at X = 0 with a diameter of 
~1.6 m. On the assumption that the whole of absorbed photon 
converts to the QW-excitons, it is found that this excitation density 
corresponds to the exciton density of ~1013 cm2 in the QW layer with 
considering the exciton lifetime of ~200 ps at 40 K. Consequently, this 
broadening of the PL band is considered to come from some kind of 
high density excitation effects among the QW-excitons. 
In the negative region of X (opposite direction from the driving 
force), the QW-PL band disappears immediately with leaving from the 
exciting spot as shown in the -PL spectrum at X = 3.33 m. On 
the contrary, in the forward direction of the driving force, the 
QW-PL band is clearly observed in further region than X = 3.18 
m as shown in Fig. 4.This result clearly indicates that the QW-
excitons can propagate extensively in the driving force direction. 
Figure 5 shows spatial intensity distributions of the exciting 
laser spot (open circles) and the PL intensity of the QW-exciton 
(closed circles) which is obtained by spectral integration in the 
whole energy region in Fig. 4. The exciting spot has a narrow 
spatial profile. On the other hand, one can find an asymmetric 
distribution of the QW-excitons in Fig. 5. Although, in the 
negative region of X, the PL intensity of the QW-excitons fades 
away as well as the exciting spot, distinct PL intensity of the QW-
excitons can be resolved at larger positive X region than the 
exciting spot. Such asymmetric behavior on the spatial spread of 
the QW excitons is a clear evidence of unidirectional propagation 
processes in the Lz-gradient QW structure. 
4. Discussion 
4.1. Propagation and diffusion equation of the QW-excitons 
For understanding the asymmetric distribution of the PL intensity of the QW-excitons, we have considered a 
propagation process due to the driving force as well as recombination and diffusion processes of the QW-excitons as 
expressed by the following equation: 
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Figure 4:  
-PL spectra of the QW-exciton at 40 K. 
Figure 5:  
Spatial distribution of the QW-PL band ()
and the exciting laser (). 
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where n(X, y) and G(X, y) mean the spatial distribution of the QW-excitons and the normalized spatial profile of the  
exciting laser spot; and the parameters of D, vX, 	, G0 are a diffusive constant, a propagation velocity due to the 
driving force, a lifetime of the QW-excitons and the exciting laser intensity, respectively. The propagation velocity 
vX can be written as FX /e by using the driving force FX and a mobility  of the QW-excitons.  
From numerical simulations of the stationary solution of Eq. (1), the asymmetric distribution of the QW-excitons 
(closed circles in Fig. 5) can be fitted with fitting parameters D and  on the basis of experimentally obtained values 
of FX (= +1.84×1019 N along positive direction on X), 	 (= 200 ps) and G0 (= 0.45 mW).  We have attained a best 
fitted result displayed by a solid line in Fig. 5 by using a dotted profile (Fig. 5) for the exciting spot profile G(X, y). 
From this analysis, the diffusive constant D and the mobility  of the QW-excitons are obtained to be 2.4×103 m2/s
and 4.0×103 m2/Vs, respectively.  
4.2. High propagation velocity 
The obtained value of the diffusive constant D is reasonable and comparable with other previous investigations 
(6×103 m2/s at 7 K [3] and 5×103 m2/s at 77 K [5]). On the other hand, the mobility value (4.0×103 m2/Vs) is very 
much larger than the expected value ’ (= 0.7 m2/Vs) from the Einstein’s relation (’= De/kT at 40K). However, for 
explaining the asymmetric distribution of the QW-excitons in Fig. 5, such extra-large value of  is imperative. In 
general, the Einstein’s relation between the diffusive constant and the mobility is valid in the dilute cases of the 
excitons. On the contrary, at X ~ 0, the broadening of the PL band is clearly observed as shown in Fig. 4. This is a 
clear evidence for that the high density excitation effects becomes obvious in our high density excitation condition 
(G0 = 0.45 mW), in which the Einstein’s relation becomes invalid. The ordinate of the fitted result (solid line) in 
Fig. 5 is scaled by the exciton density within the area of 15 nm square. Since the Bohr radius is about 10 nm, there is 
no doubt that the exciton density in the vicinity of the exciting spot (X ~ 0) exceeds the Mott density of the QW-
excitons. In such high density excitation cases, it is expected that many body interactions among excitons dominate 
the propagation and the diffusion processes of the QW-excitons.  
The extra-large value of the exciton mobility corresponds to the value of 4.6×103 m/s for the propagation velocity 
of the QW-excitons (vX =
FX /e) in Eq. (1). If we assume that the excitons don’t have an initial velocity, the exciton 
will get the propagation velocity (vX = aX 	 S) by the acceleration aX (= 5.0×1011 m/s2 = FX /M; M = 0.41me [6-8]) 
until being scattered with the scattering time constant 	 S. However, 	
S becomes ~9 ns and is longer than the exciton 
lifetime 	 (= 200 ps). This is unphysical and consequently we have to take into account of that the excitons have 
high initial velocity for asymmetric propagation to the positive direction on X. Although the excitons have a high 
thermal velocity (vth ~ 4×104 m/s) at 40 K, the extra-high value of the propagation velocity vX is considered to be 
realized by many body effects on the high density excitons in the vicinity of the exciting spot. As demonstrated by 
the broadening of the PL band at X ~ 0 in Fig. 4, it is clear that the excitons having higher energies than the band 
bottom are distributed due to a band filling effect. The motion velocities of such excitons are rather high and 
consequently it is expected that the excitons having higher energies contribute to the asymmetric propagation to the 
positive direction on X. Furthermore, since the exciton density exceeds the Mott density in the vicinity of the 
exciting spot, it is also expected that dissociated free-electrons and holes will have high propagation velocity and 
will characterize the asymmetric distribution of the QW-PL intensity. 
5. Summary 
We investigated the propagation and diffusion processes of the high density excitons in the Lz-gradient QW. The 
PL peak of the QW-excitons shifts to lower energy side with increasing the thickness of the QW layer and 
consequently it becomes apparent that the excitons in the Lz-gradient QW experience the driving force to the 
positive direction on X axis. In the vicinity of the exciting spot, the PL band of the QW-excitons becomes broad due 
to the high density excitation effects. On such high density excitation condition, we found that the QW-excitons can 
propagate extensively to the driving force direction. In order to explain the asymmetric propagation of the QW-
excitons, high propagation velocities due to the driving force is required and is considered to be realized by the QW-
excitons having higher energies distributed through the many body interactions of the QW-excitons.  
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